
Have professional whitening trays and 
Zoom! DayWhite or NiteWhite mailed 
directly to your patients’ homes

Introducing Zoom! 
delivered, the 
latest innovation 
in take-home 
whitening

Save over 
$60 with our 

trial offer!



Contact your Philips Zoom! sales representative or call 
(800) 422-9448 to schedule your appointment today

A simple way 
to whiten 
patients’ teeth 
at home. 
How Zoom! delivered works
Philips Zoom! delivered is a new program that 
ships Zoom! DayWhite or NiteWhite whitening 
gels and custom trays directly to patients’ 
homes. Just scan or take their oral impression, 
send their impression to our lab partner, and 
within 7 business days your patients will receive 
their custom trays and gels. It’s that easy!

What it includes
Every Zoom! delivered package comes with six 
whitening syringes (providing 18 days’ worth of 
whitening gel), two custom trays, and a user manual.

What it costs
The per-patient cost for Zoom! delivered is 
$99. But since you don’t have to purchase inventory 
ahead of time, there’s no overhead. 
You only pay for Zoom! delivered after a 
patient pays for the service, guaranteeing 
an immediate profit to your practice!

How to get started
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Schedule an appointment 
with your Philips Zoom! representative to connect 
your intraoral scanner with our lab partner
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Scan or take oral impressions 
from your patients
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Upload scans or mail impressions 
to our lab partner
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Our lab partner will produce 
your patients’ custom trays and ship them to 
patients’ homes together with your selection of 
DayWhite or NiteWhite whitening gel
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Your patients receive their custom 
take-home whitening kit 
within 7 business days, containing 18 days’ 
worth of professional whitening treatments
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